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A Red Map

Alicia Stubbersfield
A RED MAP
She remembers throwing the glass,
it shattering against yellow wallpaper,
water dripping, splinters on the floor .
Next the milkbottles, one by one,
smacked on the doorstep,
her hand bleeding as she aimed
a stone straight through the window.
They took some notice:
wheeled her baby out
so she could rest, checked
she was eating properly,
asked about the doctor's visit.
No-one seemed to see
bits of her were disappearing,
understand how, each day,
another part was missing,
fingers worst of all so she couldn't
fasten a zip or secure a nappy.
Her voice stuck somewhere
far away so she rushed out
of shops without asking.
Now and then laughter bubbled,
spilled out, on and on .
She knew what would help,
looked for it daily in papers,
on television and found it
m car number plates,
the perfect alignment
of tree and lamppost,
three magpies on her lawn.
She lit candles in every room,
checked the doors five times only
before sitting down
with the special knife
she knew was hers,
silver like tonight's moon .
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One sliver and then another,
clean and true,
red map-lines slowly forming
to show her the way,
and she'd find it now
she was sure.

UN SUIT ABLE SHOES
Sheep are the voices of the damned,
calling out to you as you stumble along,
demanding something you can' t give
in this flimsy dress, these crazy shoes.
You're following him along a path
edged with the soft bodies of sheep.
It wasn't what you expected tonight
or what you told yourself was possible.
There is the slightest curve of moon,
the sighing of wind through gorse
still yellow in the half-light, the day's end,
when you are struggling over dried earth .
An owl cries out, searching for creatures,
your breath hurts in your chest, a fox slips
away knowing you are too close for comfort,
he slows, takes your hand across the stream.
Red shoes covered in dust, fine leather
holding your feet like ballet pumps
but you're not dancing, only keeping up
while he takes you walking on the mountain.
It was never going to happen again,
you promised yourself after the last time,
this is the last time you said, wrote those
words on the inside of cigarette packets.

You got into the car just the same,
fastened your seat belt quick and tight,
not meaning to go this far, to jump out
lightly, skipping through the kissing gate.
How you pretend, how you stay silent
when your feet hurt and the sheep's voices
remind you of where you should be, not here,
not ruining your pretty, unsuitable shoes.
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